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Remembrances of talks pastRemembrances of talks past

  Mindfulness Practice Dharma

recollection karma noble 8-fold path
single task skill understanding
undistracted fruits virtue
attentive habits development
concentration 4 noble truths
upright

mindfulness

practice
Dharma



  

VirtueVirtue

Refraining from every evil, 
Accomplishing good, 
Purifying the mind, 

This is teaching of buddhas. 

 

► Precepts 

► Giving 

► Purity



  

PreceptsPrecepts

(1) To refrain from assaulting living beings.
(2) To refrain from taking what is not freely given.
(3) To refrain from abusing sensuality.
(4) To refrain from telling what is not true.
(5) To refrain from becoming negligent through 
      alcohol.

(6) To refrain from speaking maliciously.
(7) To refrain from speaking harshly.
(8) To refrain from speaking idly. 



  

Buddhist PreceptsBuddhist Precepts

     ►Not commandments

     ►A matter of personal vow

     ►Practical in avoiding harm

     ►Practical for spiritual development

     ►Not for judging others  

► Liberating







  

PurityPurity

              



  

Purity: Roots of unskillfulPurity: Roots of unskillful

Greed is neediness, the desire, longing, attachment or 
    lust for sen sual pleasures, for reputation or fame, for
    wealth, for power, for comfort, for security and so 
    on.

Hatred is aversion, the dislike, dread or fear of pain, of
    dis comfort, of ene mies and so on.  

Delusion is found in erroneous views or justifications,
    concep tualizations, mispercep tions, ignorance and 
    denial. 



  

Purity: Qualities of unskillful intentionsPurity: Qualities of unskillful intentions
  

(1) They are grounded either in greed, in hatred or
      in delu sion.

(2) When they give rise to bodily or verbal actions,
      those ac tions generally cause harm to self or 
      others.

(3) They give rise to misperception.

(4) They cause personal suffering.

(5) They retard development on the path to 
      awakening. 



  

Purity: Psychology behind the fruits of karmaPurity: Psychology behind the fruits of karma

      ► Avoiding the suffering of the unwholesome

      ► The value of intrinsic motivation

        “Intrinsic motivations” drive pursuits for their
          own sake, that is, because they are interesting,

meaningful or satisfying in themselves. 

      ► The value of a serene mind 



  

mindfulness → rapture → serenity → concentrationmindfulness → rapture → serenity → concentration

Monks, for a virtuous person, one whose behavior is 
vir tuous, no volition need be exerted, “Let non-regret 
arise in me.” It is natural that non-regret arises in one 
who is vir tuous, one whose behavior is virtuous. 

For one without regret … It is natural that joy arises in 
one without regret. 

… It is natural that rapture arises in one who is joyful. 

… It is natural that the body of one with a rapturous mind 
is tranquil. 

… It is natural that one who is tranquil in body feels 
plea sure. 

… It is natural that the mind of one feeling pleasure is 
concentrated.
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